
LemmaG
.

There exist a collection of framed immersed spheres [Gm3
that is algebraically dual to the collection [Wm3.

i . e . [(GndWm) = Orm
.

Moreover
,
Gm are disjoint from all A; and Bi.

Thm [Freedman 1982] -Die EmbeddingThm-very
If M is a smooth connected -manifold with OM = 0 and ItM agood group,
and Wm : (DYODY-(M

,

&M) is a framed immersed collection with emb
. Soundary

which has a framed immersed collection &Gm] of algebraic duals,
then

there exists a locally flat embedded collection 4 Fum]
with the came trained boundary as (Wm)

not needed S
and with a framed immersed collection (Em] of geometric duckin the current

perf with Eminem .

PROOF VERY HARD .

We now apply Disn Emb.Thu:
to Wm and Gm in M:= Wis . (UrBi-WrAi).

Note:M =WeEnW)
since Aj and Bi have duall (so their meridians are muhhunotiic in M) .

Therefore
,

we can perform Whitney moves on Aj along the framed locflat disc Im
to remove all unwanted intersections with Bi

.

This is a locflat isotopy of Ari
making it into a geometric dual of Bj , so that 2-and 3-handles grom. Cancel.
There are no other handles in (W

.

C
.
W)

,

no W is homeomorphic to 8
.
W= Co

.
3].

D



LECTURE 13
.

Zamma#
.

Let C stand either fur A orB. proof of Zammar
There is an unframed immersed collections ofspheres [CF) 10 Let B: be a parallel copy of Bi .

and As a parallel copy of Ai.
that is geometrically dudl to the framed embedded collection [Ci] Since &Bih and Aid are each framed embedded.
#

i
.
e

.

C
: ↓Cj = 0 unless i = j when = epth. we have that Bi\vSB3 and Aihu/Aid are each framed eledded.

Moreover
, I/AjhBl = E(AitBil = dij ,

proof of Lemma# so all but one A/B - and A/B intersection can be paired up
SinceT (W)- (W=2) is an isomorphism, by immersed Whitney diens &WeB] and &W* ] respectively·
2-handles of W are attached along homotopically trivial circles in D

.
W.

So in We := O.W
=2
the attcircle of the ith 2-handle bounds both an immersed dire and a puch-off 20 Claim. The collection &We can le made framed and disjoint from [Bi3vAi].

of the core of the 2-handle. There glue to an immersed sphere B that interests the feltsphere proof. First make We' disjoint from A by tubing into A#.
Bi of the handle in asingle point. Then make WeB' disjoint from B by finger-moving B into A.

Since I handles are mutually disjoint ,
thesphere B is disjoint from Bj for ji. M

* equivalently &Thus
,

the collectionGBF3 is grom dual to the embedded collection (Bi3.
&

B
.

/ WAB isotope A and

The same argument applied to WE turned upside down produces immersed collection [A] that is B ⑧

WAB
· *

Keep B fixed .

goom. dual to the embedded collection [A :3. A B X B-

O O

A A # A

Note : We have no control over the framing of #-spheres.
We also have no control over BF/A or A#/B or B

*

/A# Then make We framed by boundary-twisting around B' leo more W
**/B= inter)

or B#/BH - intersections
I

#

30 Claim. The collection &WY can le made framed and disjoint from [Bi3vAi].
Lemmar

.

After anisotry of SAil, proof . analogous
there is a framed immersed collection ofspheres [B :~[i] 4 Define &A:2 as the collection obtained from (B) by performing Wh. moves along [We

**

3.
that is geometrically dude to the framed immersed collection [Bilv(Ail, Define [Bh as the collection obtained from (A) by performing Wh. moves along [We

* ].
-

i
.
.e

. for CDE/AB3 CitDi = 0 unless i = j and C= D when = (pt).
Note : (i) is a framed immersed collection

AB'
dieNote : Not only this produces framedspheres B: and Ai gromdual to <A:3 Leince Bi was agdualto it and W oint from At

& l

but also we control all intersections apart from B/* - intersections . and disjoint from <Bil Coince Bi was and We' disjoint from Bil
and similarly for [Bi). D



LemmaG
.

There exists a framed immersed collection of spheres [Gm3 S COROLLARIES
that is algebraically dual to the collection [Wm]

i . e . [(GndWm) = Orm
.

Thi [Freedman 1982] - Diff-to-Top Poincare Cory in Dim4-
Moreover

,
Gm are disjoint from all Aj and Bi. Every closedemooth 4-manifold homotoy equivalent to S" is homeomorphic to it.

to

proof of LemmaG.
The meridianIm Tin this half-time picture Proof . Claim .

Such a 4-manifold M bounds a smooth contractible 5-manfold.↳ & the toru is T= 5x SoWe use Cliffort tori : ⑧

·

⑧

·
B where one So = meridian to A

N Remove a small ball from it toobtain a 5-dim) cobordism W
· meridians

1

A

other So = meridian toBI

I from S" to M . By Top 5-cob
.
thm this is homeo to Six 10

,

17
,

Each Wm has associated a form Tm= S'x S' at one of the intersection point in AnB. so M is hurres to Sh

Think locally around the point : xS = RxIR2. &

We have ToneWm = Ept)
and $x(pth , EpthxS' Tm bound din in W12 that are meridian to A ,

B resp. use surgery theory of Wall's Tum ,
see Sec 20

.

2 in DET-booK.

So these dirs are embedded and interrest only A ,
B respectively.

We can tube those intersections into E and B respectively .

Call therea
-

Then we do the symmetric surgery to Tm along those cape : Remark
.

We saw howSmale's hot
.

The shows Diff Poincare Guy in dim > 6.

& & For dim = 5 one needs a similar argument to the above,

⑧ my O showing that M5 bouds a contractible 6manifold ,
then remo a ball,

and use Smale's h-206
.
The in dim= 6.

This results in a framed immersed sphere that still interests Won Note : Diff 5Ds-200 the is moun to be false ( so there are smooths-we that are montiv)

algebraically once : we use each cap twice
,
with opposite sign, Top 4D s-106 Then is moun to be false (so the are top, nds-wo that are nontriv.)

so any interrection of a cap with Wm will appear

again with the opposite sign. B
-

Open problems.
4D Diff Poincare Guj . Every closed emooth 4-manifold homotoy equivalent to S" is homeomorphic to it.-

Equivalently : Everyemooth 4-manifold homeomorphic to S is hiffeomorphic to it.

Equivalently : S"has no exotic smooth structures.

Diff <D S-106
.

Thm.


